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Abstract— Harmful algal blooms occur frequently and deteri-
orate water quality. A reliable method is proposed in this paper
to track algal blooms using a set of autonomous surface robots.
A satellite image indicates the existence and initial location of
the algal bloom for the deployment of the robot system. The
algal bloom area is approximated by a circle with time varying
location and size. This circle is estimated and circumnavigated
by the robots which are able to locally sense its boundary. A
multi-agent control algorithm is proposed for the continuous
monitoring of the dynamic evolution of the algal bloom. Such
algorithm comprises of a decentralised least squares estimation
of the target and a controller for circumnavigation. We prove
the convergence of the robots to the circle and in equally spaced
positions around it. Simulation results with data provided by
the SINMOD ocean model are used to illustrate the theoretical
results.

I. INTRODUCTION
All over the world, the phenomena of harmful algal

blooms occurs frequently. Plenty of research has been done
regarding the nature of this phenomena, its causes and its
impact. Note that, for instance, according to [1], this phe-
nomena is worth our best efforts to track as ”Harmful algal
blooms (HABs) cause human illness, large-scale mortality of
fish, shellfish, mammals, and birds, and deteriorating water
quality”. Throughout this paper we’ll be using simulated data
of these algal blooms in the Norwegian sea.

As a motivating example for this research, we can see
how the use of autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) allows
to perform a series of measurement runs over a long period
of time at sea [2]. Hence, we believe a good solution relies
on a system of ASVs with measuring abilities paired up with
a satellite.

One may wonder why the satellite data is not enough for
the problem of tracking these algal blooms. This could be a
solution if we are interested in perhaps obtaining images and
further studying them. But this is not the case. Our goal is to
persistently track the different fronts of the algal bloom with
surface agents close enough to the field to provide valuable
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Fig. 1: Tracking an algal bloom using a multi-robot system
with local sensors and GPS

data. With a satellite, there is a very low frequency of
measurements. For instance, the data with which we simulate
on this paper consists of two low quality images per day of
the algal bloom. This satellite is not geosynchronous so it
can only measure a specific area of the earth periodically.
Also, the quality is commonly low due to clouds or other
atmosphere obstacles. What’s more, the satellite sensors can
only see algae that have gathered on or near the surface.
Therefore, a good solution relies on surface and underwater
agents as well. We represent that idea in Fig.1, where the
paper planes are the robots.

However, we seem to still be on the brink of discovering
the best methods to consistently and efficiently track and
circumnavigate these algal blooms. In [3] a path following
algorithm is proposed for formation control of a multi-agent
system. The authors prove that if the tracking errors are
bounded, their method stabilises the formation error. How-
ever, it is assumed that there is perfect information on the
path to follow. For our problem, we would like to estimate
the target, design the path and control the multi-agent system.
In [4] and [5] a control law for distance-based formation
control which guarantees stability is proposed. Also in sec-
tion 6.3.1 of [6], where target tracking is considered, they
use distance-based formation control. However, a distance-
based protocol does not suit our target tracking problem. In
[7] a protocol for target tracking in 3D is designed with
guaranteed collision avoidance. However, it is assumed that
the target is a fixed object that may move and rotate but never
change its shape, as in our case. In [8] and [9], controllers are
synthesised for a swarm of robots to generate a desired two-
dimensional geometric pattern specified by a simple closed
planar curve. It is assumed that the shape is given to the
swarm and not estimated in real-time. This is not true for our
case. In [10] an adaptive protocol to circumnavigate around
a moving point is proposed, e.g., the fish tracking problem.
They used adaptive estimation for point tracking with known
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constant distance and they use just one agent. In [11] the
problem and assumptions are similar as the previous paper
but here they apply sliding mode control. Even though we
also assume the agents can measure the distance to the target,
these papers assume that the target to track is a point. In
[12] and [13] the agent has access to the bearing measure
towards the target. This assumption differs from ours as
we assume we measure only the distance. Some closely
related results [14], [15] and [16] use either bearing or
distance measurements to the target while using a network of
autonomous agents to circumnavigate. While relevant, these
results do not apply to a shape but only to a moving point
with circumnavigation within a preset distance. In [17] they
devise an algorithm such that one robot can circumnavigate
a circular target from a prescribed radius using the bearing
measurement. Even though they circumnavigate a circle, they
do so at a prescribed distance and it is assumed that the robot
is capable of measuring the bearing to the target, which is
not the case in our paper. Another example of optimal circle
circumnavigation is [18] where the objective is area scanning
and thus there is no target tracking, simply an effective multi-
vehicle formation.

The main contribution of this paper is a distributed algo-
rithm that includes the real time estimation of the target and
devises a control protocol to apply to each agent. We focus
both on mathematical guarantees of bounded convergence
and on physical restrictions for implementation. The present
algorithm was tested using data from SINMOD simulation
of an algal bloom target in the Norwegian sea.

A. Notations

The notations used in this paper are fairly standard. 1 is
an array of ones. ‖ · ‖p denotes the `p-norm and the `2-norm
is denoted simply as ‖ · ‖ without a subscript. We define a
rotation matrix E as

E =

[
0 1
−1 0

]
. (1)

B. Problem Definition

Having a circular moving and varying algal bloom shape
we wish to circumnavigate it using a system of robots. Each
robot is equipped with a sensor that indicates the distance
to the boundary, including whether it is inside the shape or
outside. First step is the estimation of the parameters of the
algal bloom circle, that is, its centre and radius for every
time instance. Second step is to design a control law for all
robots to circumnavigate the shape according to the estimated
circle. Furthermore, it should be proved that the estimated
parameters converge to the real ones and the robots converge
to the boundary, while circumnavigating it. In addition, they
should be equally distributed along such boundary.

C. Outline

The remaining sections of this paper are organised as
follows. In Section II, the main problem of interest is
formulated. The main results are presented in Section III,

Fig. 2: Time-lapse of the algal bloom progression. There is
approximately half a day between each image. Warm colours
(yellow, orange, green) indicate high density of algae and
cold colours (blues) indicate low density of algae.

where the protocol is designed and its proofs of convergence
presented. Some simulations illustrating the performance of
the proposed algorithm are given in Section IV. Concluding
remarks and future directions come in Section V.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this paper we consider the problem of tracking a circular
shape using a multi-robot system and a satellite. This shape
may be very irregular and unstable over time. We assume
the shape is close to a circle. An initial image of the algal
bloom may in some cases confirm such assumption, as seen
in Fig.2, and then we can decide to use our algorithm and
deploy the agents.

We define this circle as

(c(t), r(t)) ∈ R3, (2)

where c(t) = (x(t), y(t)) and r(t) are the centre and the
radius of the circle, respectively. Note that the usage of this
circle does not compromise the generality of the algorithm.
Instead, it guarantees a smooth circumnavigation for any
irregular shape close to a circle. The algorithm can be
modified for shapes that can be approximated by ellipsoids,
but we present a simpler case, namely with circle shapes.

In order to solve this tracking problem we use two types of
tools: a satellite and a system of robots. The satellite obtains
data from the target in the form of an image depending
on the weather. Then, it calculates by image processing the
possible initial centre and radius of such circle and shares it
with the robots so they can move towards the target and
initiate circumnavigation. So, the satellite would provide
initial estimates c(0) = (x(0), y(0)) and r(0). The robots
constantly measure their distances to the target’s boundary,
as well as whether they’re inside or outside the target, and
share it with the other robots. Each robot has access to its
GPS position and to the position of the robot in front of it.
This communication scheme is represented in Fig.3. Note
that c0, r0 represent the initial values for the estimate of
the target. Values such as βi, pi, Db

i will be soon properly
defined.
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Fig. 3: System setup and communication architecture

The system of robots will jointly circumnavigate the target
and provide real time information of different fronts. We
define n agents and, using the satellite information, they are
initialised at positions pi(0), i ∈ I, which are outside of
the shape and form a counterclockwise directed ring on the
surface. The kinematics of the agents is of the form

ṗi = ui, i ∈ I, (3)

where pi is a vector that contains the position pi =
[xi, yi]

> ∈ R2 and ui ∈ R2 is the control input.
In order to avoid the agents concentrating in some region,

in which case they may loose information on other fronts,
we would like to space the agents equally along the defined
circle. Therefore, we define that the counterclockwise angle
between the vector pi− c and pi+1− c is denoted as βi for
i = 1, . . . , n− 1, and the angle between pn − c and p1 − c
is denoted as βn,

βi =∠(pi+1 − c,pi − c), i = 1, . . . , n− 1

βn =∠(p1 − c,pn − c).
(4)

Notice that in this case,

βi(0) > 0, and
n∑
i=1

βi(0) = 2π. (5)

This is represented in figure Fig.4.
We can define the distance of each agent i to the centre

as Dc
i (t) = ‖c(t) − pi(t)‖. Then, knowing that each robot

has access to its distance to the boundary, we can define it
as

Db
i (t) = Dc

i (t)− r(t). (6)

This value is constantly measured by each agent, as in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5. Note that Db

i (t) is positive if the agent is outside
the algal bloom area or negative if it is inside the algal bloom
area. For example, if an agent i is inside of the circle about
5 meters then Db

i = −5 and if this agent is outside of the
circle about 5 meters then Db

i = 5.

c p1

p2
p3

p4

β1

β2
β3

β4

1

Fig. 4: Example scheme of the system with four agents at
positions p1, p2, p3, p4. Note how each one has access to the
distance to the boundary, represented by a circumference.

cr Db
i

Dc
i+1

pi+1

piβi

1

Fig. 5: Scheme of the estimated c and r as well as the angle
βi between two agents at pi+1 and pi

Definition 1 (Circumnavigation). When the target is station-
ary, i.e., c and r are constant, circumnavigation is achieved
if the agents

1) move in a counterclockwise direction on the boundary
of the target, and

2) are equally distributed along the circle, i.e., βi = 2π
n .

More precisely, we say that the circumnavigation is achieved
asymptotically if the previous aim is satisfied for t→∞.

For the case with time-varying target, we assume that
‖ċ‖ 6 ε1 and |ṙ| 6 ε2 for some positive constants ε1 and
ε2.

Now we are ready to pose the problem.

Problem 1. Design estimators for c(t) and r(t) when the
boundary distance (6) and GPS positions are available to
each agent. Design the control input ui for all the agents
such that for some positive ε1, ε2,

‖ċ‖ 6 ε1 (7)
|ṙ| 6 ε2, (8)

satisfying

lim
t→∞

Dc
i (t) = r(t), (9)

lim
t→∞

βi =
2π

n
. (10)

The condition (9) indicates that the estimate of the distance
to the centre will converge to the estimated radius and the
condition (10) indicates that the distribution of n agents along
the circle will be equally spaced.
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III. MAIN RESULTS

Here follows our solution for Problem 1. We consider n
agents at positions pi(t) and we assume all of them are ca-
pable of measuring their distances Db

i (t) to the target bound-
ary including whether they’re inside (Db

i (t) is negative) or
outside (Db

i (t) is positive) of it. Then, they should estimate
(c(t), r(t)) from their shared measurements. For robustness,
if one or more agents suffered faulty measurements due to
bad conditions or failure, the system is ready to support
that situation by using the remaining agent’s estimates. Each
agent calculates its desired velocity taking into account its
angle βi(t) to the next agent and its distance to the boundary.
The scheme on Fig.6 summarises this algorithm loop.

First step is the estimation of the circle. Having all the
agents constantly measuring Db

i we can fit a unique circle
as in Fig.4, given that the target shape is a circle. Mathemat-
ically, such circle can be obtained through triangulation and,
therefore, we would only need 3 agents to obtain a unique
solution. However, for better coverage of all the fronts and
for robustness, more than 3 agents are considered. Note that,
in the simulations in section IV, we used 4 agents. So, we
apply the least squares method to obtain the approximated
circle as in (11).

min
c,r

n∑
i=1

(
‖pi − c‖ − (r +Db

i )
)2
. (11)

s.t r > 0.

Now, we want to obtain the desired control input ui(t)
using the previously measured and estimated variables. The
total velocity of each agent comprises of two sub-tasks:
approaching the target and circumnavigating it. Therefore
we define the direction of each agents towards the centre of
the target as the bearing ψi(t),

ψi(t) =
c(t)− pi(t)
Dc
i (t)

=
c(t)− pi(t)
‖c(t)− pi(t)‖

. (12)

Note that ψi in (12) is not well-defined when Dc
i = 0,

thus we will prove that this singularity is avoided for all
time t > 0 in Theorem 1.

The first sub-task is related to the bearing ψi(t) and the
second one is related to its perpendicular, Eψi(t). Therefore,
the control law for each agent i is

ui = ċ+ ((Dc
i − r)− ṙ)ψi + βiD

c
iEψi (13)

Remark 1. Note that for implementation we would define
Ui as the control input for each agent i. Then, Ui must
have a maximum absolute value umax since the maximum
velocity of the agent would be limited as well. Ui could be
represented as the saturation function: if ‖ui‖ > umax then
Ui = umax

‖ui‖ ui, else Ui = ui. Also note that the maximum
velocity for all agents, umax, must be at least as big as the
maximum velocity of the centre of the algal bloom, ε1. This
means that only agents with big enough maximum velocity
are capable of tracking the algal bloom, umax > ε1.

Satellite provides image of
the field with c(0) and r(0)

Agents take measurements Db
i

Agents estimate c and r using
(11) and share estimates

Agents update their circle
estimates and calculate ψi (12)

All agents apply the control law (13)

Fig. 6: Scheme of the algorithm run on the system

Theorem 1. Consider the system (3) with the control proto-
col (13), and ‖ċ‖ 6 ε1, |ṙ| 6 ε2, then the circumnavigation
of the moving circle with equally spaced agents can be
achieved asymptotically up to a bounded error, i.e.

lim
t→∞

Dc
i (t) = r(t), (14)

lim
t→∞

βi =
2π

n
. (15)

Proof: The proof is divided into three parts. In the first
part, we prove that the estimated distance Dc

i converges to
the estimated radius r, or in other words, that (14) holds. In
the second part we prove that the singularity of the bearing
ψi(t) is avoided. In the last part, we show that the angle
between the agents will converge to the average consensus
for n agents, βi = 2π

n , meaning (15) holds. We will assume
the implementable controller is given by Ui = δui.
1) We prove that all agents reach the estimate of
the boundary of the moving circles asymptotically, i.e.,
limt→∞Dc

i (t) = r(t), so (14) holds.
Consider the function Wi(t) := Dc

i (t)− r(t) whose time
derivative is given as

Ẇi =
(c− pi)>(ċ− ṗi)

Dc
i

− ṙ

=− (c− pi)>

Dc
i

ψiδ(D
c
i − r − ṙ)

− (c− pi)>

Dc
i

EψiδβiD
c
i − ṙ

=− δ(Dc
i − r − ṙ)− ṙ = −δWi.

Hence for t ∈ [0,+∞), we have Dc
i (t) = δWi(0)e

−δt+r(t)
which implies Wi is converging to zero exponentially.
2) Now, we prove that ψi in (12) is well-defined, or in other
words, that its singularity is avoided for all time t > 0,
Dc
i 6= 0 ∀t.
Having Dc

i (t) = δWi(0)e
−δt + r(t) from the previous

proof and knowing that Wi(0) is always positive and that
it converges to zero exponentially, we have that if r(t) > 0
then Dc

i (t) > 0, ∀t.
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So we would have to prove that r(t) > 0 ∀t. Given that
we use the least squares method to obtain the estimate of
the radius, we can see how one of the constraints guarantees
that r(t) > 0 ∀t.

Then we conclude that Dc
i 6= 0 ∀t and that the bearing

ψi(t) is well defined ∀t.
3) Finally, we show that the angle between the agents will
converge to the average consensus for n agents, βi = 2π

n , so
(15) holds.

Firstly, note that we can write an angle between two
vectors βi = ∠(v2, v1) as

βi = 2atan2((v1 × v2) · z, ‖v1‖‖v2‖+ v1 · v2) (16)

and its derivative as

β̇i =
v1 × z
‖v1‖

v̇1 −
v2 × z
‖v2‖

v̇2 (17)

where z = v1×v2
‖v1×v2‖ , vi =

v1
‖vi‖ , i = 1, 2.

Then, for v1 = pi − c and v2 = pi+1 − c we get

β̇i =
v1 × z
‖v1‖

v̇1 −
v2 × z
‖v2‖

v̇2

=
v1 × z
‖v1‖

δ((Dc
i − r − ṙ)ψi + βiD

c
iEψi)

− v2 × z
‖v2‖

δ((Dc
i+1 − r − ṙ)ψi+1

+ βi+1D
c
i+1Eψi+1)

= δ(−βi + βi+1), i = 1, . . . , n− 1

β̇n = δ(−βn + β1).

which can be written in a compact form as following

β̇ = −δB>β (18)

where B is the incidence matrix of the directed ring graph
from v1 to vn.

First, we note that the system (18) is positive (see e.g.,
[19]), i.e., βi(t) > 0 if βi(0) > 0 for all t > 0 and i ∈ I. This
proves the positions of the agents are not interchangeable.
Second, noticing that B> is the (in-degree) Laplacian of
the directed ring graph which is strongly connected, then
by Theorem 6 in [20], β converges to consensus 2π

n 1.
�

Remark 2. Note how the agent Ai will necessarily main-
tain its relative position pi throughout the circumnavigation
mission. In fact, we can prove that agent Ai is always in
position pi.

Remark 3. We proved both convergence of the angle to the
average consensus for n agents and convergence of these
agents towards the boundary of the target. Therefore, we
guarantee collision avoidance.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulations for the protocol
designed in section III. We use the derived method for
estimation of the target (11) and the controlling protocol

Fig. 7: Time-lapse of four agents circumnavigating a moving
target (red) with representation of their paths (white). Each
plot is approximately half a day after the previous.

for the agents (13). For this section, we discretize the whole
algorithm to be able to use it computationally. We use the tar-
get present in the images provided by SINMOD simulations
[21]. The present simulation corresponds to approximately 4
days of data and the target we obtained is approximately
1-3km in radius. In Fig.7 we can see the robot system
circumnavigating the algal bloom target in a time-lapse. This
specific algal bloom target is quite a challenge as it shape
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Fig. 8: First row: tracking error of agent 1, Db
1 and angle

β1. Second row: control input of agent 1, u1 : x, y

shifts quite abruptly. Note that the agents were deployed in
positions in the boundary so their initial error Db

i (0) is zero.
Note also how, in some instances of the mission, the target
moves fast to such extent that the robots present a delay.
This effect is foreseen and explained in Theorem 1.

Analysing the simulations, we observe each variable in
Fig.8. Firstly, we can see the comparison between the real
position of the target and the estimates our algorithm pro-
vided. We can observe that the estimation follows closely
the real value with a very small error. Secondly, we analyse
the distance of agent 1 to the boundary Db

1 and the angle
between agent 1 and 2, β1. We can see the error is within the
expected boundaries according to Theorem 1. Regarding the
distance to the boundary, the error never exceeds 2 units (200
meters) and is most of the time up to 1 unit (100 meters).
Note that each x and y coordinate unit corresponds to about
100 meters. Also, each time iteration unit corresponds to
6min. As for the angle between agents the maximum error is
0.2 radians which corresponds to a maximum angle error of
11 degrees. If we look at the plots for the control input of our
agents, namely, for agent 1, we can see how the control was
applied up to a maximum value. We defined the maximum
speed of the agent for each coordinate to be 2 y units per 1 x
unit which corresponds to 2km/h in each Cartesian direction
(200m / 6min = 2km/h).

V. CONCLUSIONS
We designed a decentralised algorithm that guarantees

circumnavigation of an irregular shape approximated by a
circle up to a bounded error. The algorithm relies on one
satellite and a number of robots according to the size of the
target and to the importance of monitoring its fronts. Then,
the proposed control protocol was proven to converge up to
a bounded error.

As future work, we are interested in implementing this
algorithm in real vehicles to evaluate the future applicability
of what we developed. Also, we would like to exploit surface
vehicles with sensors that measure the point concentration of
algae rather than to directly detect the boundary in the local
region. Then we would have to explore and circumnavigate
collecting data for the estimation. A further objective would
be to track any irregular shape which may not be reasonably
approximated by a circle.
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